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Raindrop, take us to the skies. 
Teach us how to vaporize.

Condense us so that we can flow
to places only raindrops go.

Cycle with us through the trees,
underground, beneath the seas. 

Please explain the things you do,
your special tricks and changes too.

In fact, some symbols shown in black
Would be most helpful keeping track.

Now show us how you work and play…
Let’s tour the world, the “raindrop way.” 

Then afterwards, when all is done, 
We’ll share your secrets, one by one.

P.S.:
Drop, if we lose you, don’t despair—
We’ll find your face on each page somewhere.



Nestled in a cloud near Maine,
little Droplet longs to rain.
Though not yet big enough to fall, 
it waits with others, still too small. 

Then adventure starts to blow…
on wings of wind, it’s off they go. 
Sailing in an ocean cloud,
moisture feeds “the droplet crowd.” 



The journey leads to southern Spain.
Drop has grown; it’s time to rain.
It falls on the cape of a matador 
who fights a charging bull once more.

But luckily, when red is waved,
drop is shaken off and saved!
It quickly sizzles in the heat,
evaporating in retreat! 



Then off to Switzerland it flies,
mountain climbing winter skies.
The vapor freezes in mid-air, 
and magically a snowflake’s there.

Alpine peaks all powdered white
invite the snow to spend the night.
This delicate and airy flake
drifts down on a frozen lake.



One April day it melts away, 
meandering its way toward May.
Icy nights re-freeze the drop. 
Its solid state commands a stop.

But warmer mornings let it flow.
Stop-and-go, stop-and-go. 
Finally our drop of rain
roars a river’s glad refrain…

“Free and fluid, flowing fast—
Free and liquid, loose at last!” 



Suddenly the rhythms break—
Drop’s dumped into a man-made lake.
A reservoir, outside Lucerne,
gives drop a brand new job to learn.

 Pumped and filtered—purified! 
 The health inspector’s satisfied.
 underground in a maze of pipe,
 raindrop’s now the drinking type.



It stops at a spigot, meets a dead-end.
What’s beyond, around the bend?
When the knob is turned, the secret’s out!
Clean water Drop pours out the spout.

Drop runs into a trough headfirst,
where cow laps up to quench her thirst.
Raindrop races through the cow
to glands that “milkify” somehow. 



Mixed up in a pail of milk,
it’s poured in a glass as smooth as silk,
but slips from Heidi’s little hands 
and forms a puddle where she stands.

Puddle drop is warmed away 
like a helium balloon at play.
Its “milkiness” is left behind—
vapor pure, it’s been refined. 



Sunlight lifts it, oh so high,
to cirrus clouds that fly the sky. 
Speeding south to desert lands,
Sahara waits with thirsty sands. 

Sand dunes fold their hands in prayer,
pleading for some moister air.
But like a tease, our Drop blows by…
No, not a cloud stops by to cry.



As vapor adrift at a lazy pace,
Drop finds itself in a “jungly” place.
Water, water everywhere—
rainforests have such humid air.

The air is warm above the pools,
but over land it quickly cools. 
This sudden change from warm to cool
turns Drop to fog; it’s Nature’s rule. 



Camouflaged in a ghostly sky,
it collides with a monkey swinging by.
Drop gets a lift on a curly tail
to a swimming hole on the jungle trail. 

Gravity pulls at the drop. 
Over the falls, it cannot stop!
Lost in a mist of colored spray, 
that Drop is off without delay.



Overseas our Drop is sped 
on electric flight in a thunderhead. 
Monsoon winds forewarn Mumbai:
the Raindrop Army storms July! 



Driven down by wind with force,
raindrop has no choice of course.
It floods a gutter, then the street,
pushing people off their feet. 
It swipes a bike and swamps a car
on route to an open air bazaar.

There it topples a mango cart,
and vandalizes Asian art.
Flooding Drop flows back to sea,
but in its wake leaves tragedy.



Drop takes a dive like a submarine—
an environmental life machine. 
It’s needed by the fish below
to fill their gills, to swim, to grow.

Hypnotized by the rolling motion,
it’s lured down deeper in the ocean.
Weight is heavy on its shoulder, 
squeezed in darkness, Drop is colder.



Drop surfs a wave to a coral reef—
reflecting color beyond belief! 
There it gently laps the sand,
rocking back and forth to land.

Australian children come to play
by the water’s edge this sunny day.
They build a tower, sail a boat.
Seadrop fills their castle moat. 



Shallow water warms up quick. 
Drop does the disappearing trick! 
Swinging on a breeze trapeze,
It’s off to meet the Japanese. 

In stratus style, without a doubt, 
Drop’ll burst its cloud and tumble out.
Drenching Drop makes “gushy” dirt 
a perfect mudpie for dessert.



On a mission, sinking deep,
through the cracks it tries to seep, 
passing worms and bugs that creep
and animals curled up asleep.

Avoiding stones and bones that block,
it passes through some porous rock.
How far down? It’s hard to tell.
Drop runs into a farmer’s well. 



There it waits till it’s hoisted up 
by bucket to a drinking cup.
That swallowed Drop is lost within, 
yet finds an exit through the skin.

As a bead of sweat on farmer’s nose,
it drips off the tip to his working clothes.
Joined by a soap and water team, 
Drop “hangs on line” and turns to steam. 



Drop looks east to greet the west.
Pacific winds do all the rest. 
Circling, cycling, drop is dizzy!
Changing weather keeps it busy!

Cumulus without a care… 
Where will it go? It knows not where.
North winds quickly claim the cloud—
No dilly-dallying allowed! 



Falling temperatures cause a change.
Freezing Drop starts feeling strange.
It flaunts a fancy, frosty face
and wears a coat of crystal lace. 

It whirls and swirls in Arctic air
and hibernates with a polar bear.
Then much to our playful flake’s delight,
two tiny cubs are born one night!
Together the snowflakes keep them warm,
a baby blanket in a storm. 



Frozen land waits long for Spring.
At last it comes—a wondrous thing! 
Melting snow and sunny days 
dress tundra in a brilliant blaze.

Seeping in the thawing earth, 
Drop finds a seed and gives it birth. 
When buttercup is blooming bright,
Drop’s exhaled in a vapor flight. 



Next it rides the “Jet Stream Express,” 
a thousand miles, more or less,
to downpour over yellowstone 
which makes the tourists moan and groan.

But each drop’s needed to make things grow 
since the water table’s running low. 
Drop dissolves ingredients 
like minerals and nutrients. 



Sucked up the roots of an aspen tree,
it makes a fast food delivery.  
It saves a life and brings relief, 
then escapes through a hole beneath the leaf. 

Evaporated once again! 
Will it return? It knows not when.
Condensing on a speck of dust,
Drop heads home in a mighty gust. 



New England weather brings surprises—
water’s there in all disguises.
But cruising to the coast today, 
Drop brings rain to Cape Cod Bay. 

The sun peeks out through a patch of blue
before the passing shower’s through.
Raindrops bend each ray of sun
like little prisms having fun. 



They paint the sky with colors bright,
a miracle of hope and light.
Our Drop makes a wish from the rainbow aglow,
a hope for the future of mankind below…

“Let the children take care of the water on Earth,
conserve it, protect it, and value its worth.”



A Show on the RoAd 
Raindrops are world travelers! As vapors, they ride air currents that sweep the skies 
from continent to continent. When falling from clouds as liquids or solids, they’re 
brought to the ground by gravity. Water often travels far in underground streams. 
Eventually, rivers and streams bring it back to its source, the ocean, where currents  
carry it from sea to sea. The whole world is its playground.

tRAnSfoRmAtion tRickS

Water teams up with temperature to perform the most amazing tricks! Here’s how they 
work together:

 VAniShing VApoR 
 Heat makes water molecules dance—the hotter the temperature, the faster they move.  
 The faster they move, the more molecules bounce out of their drops as invisible water  
 vapor. This flight of airborne water vapor is called evaporation. At a rock’n, roll’n 212  
 degrees Fahrenheit (F.), which is the same as 100 degrees Celsius (C.), the water  
 molecules boil, bumping each other wildly into thin air. 

 condenSing cold 
 Cooler temperature slows them down again and the molecules condense to a  
 liquid— as rain, dew, or drops on the side of your cold glass. This is the mist you  
 might see early in the morning either when cool air hits warmer air near the   
 ground, or warm air hits cooler air close to the ground, depending on the season.  
 The tiny droplets are quickly burned off when the sun warms them and they  
 evaporate. The steamy rainforest cycles lots of water, round and round beneath its  
 canopy, so there’s lots of condensed water vapor in the air, appearing as mist.

 fReezing fAhRenheit 
 Falling temperatures slow them down even more, until at 32 degrees F., or zero  
 degrees C., the molecules huddle close together and almost stand still! When nearly  
motionless, their form changes from a fluid to a solid—ice or snow. Snow appears  
 when water vapor freezes in mid-air. But if water vapor condenses into ice crystals  
 when touching a very cold surface, like a windshield on a winter morning, we see  
 frost. Warm them up and watch them flow again.

A mAgic Show—StARRing h2o



pollution Solution 
Everybody loves sparkling clean water! But sometimes water pollutes itself by dissolv-
ing things that shouldn’t be there, so it must be purified. One way to solve this problem 
is to run water through a filter, trapping the unwanted things. Another way is to let the 
water evaporate, leaving the impurities behind. Then we can condense the pure water 
vapor by cooling it back into crystal clear water. This is called distilled water. 

Body Buddy 
Water sneaks in and out of your body every day, all the time, whether you know it or 
not. It soaks right into your skin when you get wet, and you even inhale it as vapor 
when you breathe! When you squeeze an orange and drink the juice, it mostly consists 
of water that the orange tree drank from the ground. And almost everything you eat 
has lots of water in it. An apple is about 84 percent water, a carrot is about 88 percent 
water, and lettuce is 95 percent water. Since milk is mostly water too, cows and other 
mammals must be sure to drink plenty of water, enough to nurse their young. But water 
is just a visitor—it is always leaving bodies, too. Every time you exhale, perspire, cry, 
vomit, urinate, bleed, or blow your nose, some water says, “Good-bye.” Did you know 
that your body is 65 percent water? Everybody needs water—lots of it.

cloud mAkeR 
Drink plenty of water, then “huff” outside on a frosty morning. Warm vapor from your 
body hits cold air, condenses, and…presto! A tiny cloud! Similarly, the warm earth 
“breathes” warm air which rises, cools and…presto! A cloud is born.
• Low hanging gray clouds that blanket the sky are called stratus clouds. They bring rain.
• Puffy white cumulus clouds form higher up on fair weather days.
• Dark thunderheads called cumulonimbus clouds bring storms.
• Wispy cirrus clouds are made of ice crystals that form high up in the atmosphere 
where it’s freezing cold. There, winds spread them like feathers across the sky.
• Fog is simply a cloud close to the ground. 



heAVy mAgic 
Water is heavy. If you’ve ever had to haul a bucket of water, you know how heavy it 
is—a pound for every pint. For this reason, deep sea divers must wear special equip-
ment to withstand the great weight pressing down on them. The weight of water at 300 
feet down is ten times heavier than at the surface. In the deepest parts of the ocean a 
piece of wood might actually compress to half its size under the tremendous pressure. 
Imagine how heavy the water in a waterfall must be! That’s why the weight of rushing 
water is used to turn generators that make electricity. The next time you turn on a light, 
consider that water may be its secret source! 

home Sweet home 
To life beneath the sea, water is everything. Water is up, down and everywhere. Water 
gives oxygen. Water gives food. Water gives everything needed for life. Water is more 
than just a substance—it’s a place called home. 

tempeRAtuRe tAmeR 
What’s the biggest difference between Earth and Mars, Jupiter, or any other planet? 
Answer: Earth is the water planet! unlike other planets, Earth has lots of water in all 
three forms: solid, liquid, and gas. Most important, Earth’s perfect distance from the 
sun lets water flow as a liquid. Water on planets closer to the sun would evaporate in 
the great heat. Water on planets farther away from the sun would freeze in the extreme 
cold. In all three states, but especially as a liquid, water helps to keep Earth’s tempera-
ture moderate. unlike land, which heats up quickly in the sun but cools off just as fast 
at night, water absorbs the sun’s heat slowly and stores it for a long time before return-
ing it to the air. During the daytime, the oceans, rivers, and lakes absorb the sun’s heat 
slowly, so it’s not too hot. At night, they give heat back to the air, little by little, so it’s 
usually not too cold for living things. As a gas, water further protects us with clouds of 
water vapor that both shield Earth from the daytime sun and hold heat in like a night-
time blanket. As a solid, a blanket of snow keeps hibernating animals warm in winter by  
preventing the escape of body heat into the cold air above ground. It’s also a shelter 
from wind chill, keeping snow caves and even igloos cozy inside.



SupeR SoAkeR 
Where does all the rainfall go? Some of it evaporates; some flows downhill in 
streams and rivers to the ocean; and lots of it is soaked up by a giant sponge  
called Earth. Silently it journeys underground until it gurgles out through a hole 
somewhere, called a spring. Or, it might be pumped out of a man-made hole  
called a well.

the gReen mAchine 
Water keeps our Earth green and healthy! Seeds need water to sprout and become 
plants. Water usually flows down, but plants draw it up through roots, stems, and 
tree trunks! Like a magic potion, it dissolves vitamins from the soil, transports them 
up into the plant, and works with sunshine to make food in the leaves. When its job 
is done, it’s breathed out through little holes under the leaves as vapor in a process 
called transpiration. When plants need new water, they beg for a drink by drooping. 

diSSolVin’ SolVent 
In the blink of an eye, clean water changes its colorless, tasteless, odorless self into 
the color, taste, and fragrance of things it dissolves. Water jiggles in gelatin, bubbles 
in the bath, and tastes fruity in tropical punch. It dissolves Easter egg dye, powdered 
milk, and even the minerals in rock. And of course water dissolves soap, and  
together this dynamic duo dissolves dirt! yes, water is the world’s best solvent. 

StupendouS Bend-ABility 
Water can do a remarkable thing—it can bend light. This refraction fools us about  
the size and location of underwater objects. When water vapor in the sky bends  
sunlight after a rain, light is split into all of its colors—called the spectrum—and  
we are treated to a rainbow.



Barbara Shaw McKinney is a teacher as well as a poet. She was inspired 
to use the magic of children’s literature to spark her students’ curiosity 
about the wonders of water. She vowed to “turn a drop of rain into a 
drop of life, astounding children by its eternity.” Barbara is also author of 
Pass the Energy, Please! which is a favorite among elementary teachers for 
introducing the food chain. From Manchester, Connecticut, McKinney 
draws on her experience as a mother, musician, and curriculum developer 
to promote quality education through workshops for teachers.

Michael S. Maydak regularly gets waist or chest deep in water, pursuing 
one of his passions, fly fishing in the lakes and streams of the wild West. 
When he isn’t out in it, he’s likely to be painting nature in the studio of his 
home in Cool, California, where he lives with his wife and two children. 
Maydak has been a professional artist since 1976. He has illustrated four 
other books for Dawn Publications: Lifetimes, Salmon Stream, The Web at 

Dragonfly Pond, and There’s a Babirusa in My Bathtub.

DAWN publications is dedicated to inspiring in children a deeper 
understanding and appreciation for all life on Earth. For a copy of 
our catalog please call 800-545-7475. Please also visit our web site 
at www.dawnpub.com.

Also AvAilAble from DAwn PublicAtions

A Teacher’s Guide to A Drop Around the World
by bruce AnD cArol mAlnor

Prepared by an experienced educator team, this guide offers a practical way for creative 
elementary teachers to incorporate A Drop Around the World into the science and language 
arts curriculum. Each lesson plan is clearly presented, including its objective, the 
educational benchmark, and a relevant skill for living. Each activity is based on the 
principles of Flow Learning and brain compatibility to maximize student interest and 
learning retention. Other Teacher’s Guides by Carol Malnor are also available for some of 
Dawn’s most popular titles. Also free downloadable activities are available for most  
Dawn titles at www.dawnpub.com.



Also by bArbArA shAw McKinney

Pass the Energy, Please! Illustrated by Chad Wallace. Everyone is somebody’s lunch. Everyone 
“passes the energy” in a unique way. But everyone depends, ultimately, on the green plant, which 
is the hero of this story, a story that presents a science curriculum concisely, creatively, and cleverly. 
A Teacher’s Guide by Carol Malnor is available, and a free sample from the Guide can be down-
loaded at www.dawnpub.com.

other Distinctive nAture AwAreness booKs froM DAwn PublicAtions

Eliza and the Dragonfly by Susie Rinehart, illustrated by Anisa Claire Hovemann. When a dragonfly 
lands on her toothbrush, Eliza goes to a nearby pond with her bug-loving Aunt Doris. There in the 
pond she sees a “awful green creature”—a dragonfly nymph. “Eeeeewww!” she says. Before long Eliza 
changes her tune in this charming story.

Lifetimes, by David Rice, illustrated by Michael S. Maydak, introduces some of nature’s longest, short-
est, and most unusual lifetimes, and what they have to teach us. This book teaches, but it also goes 
right to the heart. (Teacher’s Guide available.)

A Tree in the Ancient Forest by Carol Reed-Jones, illustrated by Christopher Canyon, uses repetitive, 
cumulative verse to show graphically the remarkable web of interdependent plants and animals that 
all call a big old tree home.

The Web at Dragonfly Pond by Brian “Fox” Ellis, illustrated by Michael S. Maydak. Fishing with 
father becomes a life-long memory of how the web of life at the pond connects us all.

River Song by Steve Van Zandt, illustrated by Katherine Zecca. Rivers make beautiful music from the 
mountains to the ocean—here joined by the Banana Slug String Band (comes with CD).

The Habitat series by Anthony Fredericks, illustrated by Jennifer DiRubbio, features creature-commu-
nities, seen as part of their own unique neighborhood. 

Under One Rock: Bugs, Slugs and other Ughs

In One Tidepool: Crabs, Snails and Salty Tails

Around One Cactus: Owls, Bats and Leaping Rats

Near One Cattail: Turtles, Logs and Leaping Frogs

On One Flower: Butterflies, Ticks and a few more Icks



A drop of rain is a drop of life–a drop of 
eternity. From steam to snow, from polluted 
to purified, from stratus cloud to subterranean 
crack, water links the world in a living flow. 
Barbara Shaw McKinney and illustrator 
Michael S. Maydak take us on an “out of 
sight” journey from Maine to Mumbai with 
just one raindrop, as it touches plant, animal 
and human life all around the world. Traveling 
with Drop, readers will see the world, inside 
and out, from solid, liquid and vaporous 
viewpoints. The everlasting, ever-changing 
Drop inspires our respect for water and its 
unique role on Earth. Once  
you’ve met Drop, you  
can journey into the  
heart of nature every  
time it rains. 

Ages 5 to 12


